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lnte~p retations of Native North American Life: Vol. 2, University of Arizona Pr~s.s, Tucson~. ~ohn P.
. .. . Staeck's "Echoing the Past: ReconcIling Ethnohlstoncal and

Material Contributions to Ethnohlstory. Archaeological Views of Ho-Chunk (Winnebago) Ethnogen-

MICHAEL S. NASSANEY and ERIC S. esis" uses oral-tradition narratives as a line of evidence for

JOHNSON editors constructing group origins in the Upper Great Lakes. Eric

Universit~ Press of Florida, Gainesville, s. Johnson's "The Politics of Po~ery: Material Culture and
and The Society for Historical Archaeology, Political Process anJong AIgonqwans. of Seventeenth-~enrn:r

. Southern New England," argues for mcreased group IdentIty
2000. xv + 455 pp., 78 figs., 9 tables. as manifest by collared and castellated ceramics. Essentialist

$55.00 or typological thinking in ceramic analysis oversh~dow .and

offset the contributions drawn from attribute-based mvestlga-
Ethnohistory is an interpretive exercise. As such, it is tions. "EmblenlS of Ethnicity: Ribbonwork Gannents from

an interdisciplinary exercise that reifies Fernand Braudel's the Great Lakes Region" by Susan M. Neill also argues for
observation in On History (1982, University of Chicago attribute-based analyses in another material medium.
Press) that history entails more than "a dialogue of the Part II consists of six chapters that center on "change
deaf." Nassaney and Johnson's edited volume also serves and continuity in daily life." Alice Beck Kehoe's "Francois'
to underscore the often-neglected roles that method founda- House, a Significant Pedlars' Post on the Saskatchewan"
tions and academic lineages assume in history and science. examines Native gender roles and cultural interactions
Finally, interpretive exercises are most successful when they through the materialist lens at a late-18th-century tra~ing
entertain explanation. The conjoining of the mental and the house. "Improving Our Understanding of Native Amencan
material is but one line of evidence that ethnohistorians have Acculturation through the Archaeological Record: An
at their disposal. Intelpretations of Native North American Example from the Mono Basin of Eastern California," by
Life adequately demonstrates this. Historical method and Brooke S. Arkush, focuses on local settlement history anJong
its counterpart, scientific method, share the underlying tenet the Northern Paiute-speaking kucadikadi. Sean B. DunhanJ's
that each is self-corrective and that each culminates in "Cache Pits: Ethnohistory, Archaeology, and the Continuity
cumulative knowledge. of Tradition" looks at the functional uses for subsurface

The IS-chapter volume and its introductory essay de.rive storage features at a Native homestead in Michigan. Carol
from a 1995 two-day symposium convened at the Amencan I. Mason and Margaret B. Holman's contribution, "Maple
Society for Ethnohistory meetings in Kalamazoo, MI, and Sugaring in Prehistory: Tapping the Sourc~s,': review:s
organized by Nassaney and Johnson. The pared-down roster archaeological and historical evidence for the antiqwty of thIS
of 15 case studies spatially encompasses most geographIcal subsistence pursuit in eastern North America. '~chaeology
areas or "culture areas" of North America, with the pos- of a Contact-Period Plateau Salishan Village at Thompson's
sible exception of the Puebloan Southwest and the Arctic. River Post, Kamloops, British Columbia," by Catherine C.
Temporally, many chapters focus on recent (post-A.D. 1000 Carlson, offers a preliminary report that explores culture
and typically post-Columbian) remains with sometimes- contact anJong Shuswap peoples. Mark S. Parker Miller's,
limited reference to their historical antecedents. Nassaney "Obtaining Infonnation via Defective Documents: A Search
and Johnson's introductory essay outlines the three primary for the Mandan[s] in George Catlin's Paintings," explores
themes that serve both as organizational and heuristic bench- the value of Catlin's artwork for framing testable hypotheses
marks for these material-culture studies: (I) Ethnogenesis about Mandan ethnicity and material culture on the Upper
and Ethnic Identity, (2) Change and Continuity in Daily Missouri in the early-19th century.
Life, and (3) Ritual, Iconography, and Ideology. Part III concludes with four entries that exanJine "ritilal,

Part I comprises five essays that deal with "ethnogenesis iconography, and ideology." Larissa A. Thomas evaluates
and ethnic identity." Kathleen H. Cande's "Ritual and gender representations in Mississippi-period (A.D. 900-1500)
Material Culture as Keys to Cultural Continuity: Native "portable art" in the American Southeast in her contribution
American Interaction with Europeans in Eastern ~k~s~s, "Images of Women in Native American Iconography."
1541-1682" sets the tone for this set of studIes In ItS Likewise, Barbara Brotherton's "Tlingit Human Masks as
interdisciplinary scope and problem orientation. Cande Documents of Culture Change and Continuity" proposes
examines material culture and documentary referents for a chronology for style development among a sample of
ritilal and ethnic identity as she compares the Mississippian shaman's masks. "One Island, Two Places: Archaeology,
peoples initially contacted by the de Soto entrada with the Memory, and Meaning in a Rhode Island Town," by Paul
Quapaws met by the French about a century later in the A. Robinson, explores 20th-century Native and EuroanJerican
lower Mississippi Valley of eastern Arkansas. The late JanJes perspectives regarding the history of JanJestown on Conanicut
F. Pendergast's contribution, "The Identity of Stadacona Island, especially with regard to long-tenn mortuary uses by
and Hochelaga: Comprehension and Conflict," explores Native peoples. Michael S. Nassaney's "Archaeology and
ethnic identity for the two aforementioned sites encountered Oral Tradition in Tandem: Interpreting Native American
by Jacques Cartier in the St. Lawrence River valley near Ritual, Ideology, and Gender Relations in Contact-Period
present-day Montreal. Regrettably, these are Pendergast's Southeastern New England" focuses on explaining two
last words on reconciling archaeological, cartographic, and anomalous Native mortuary features at a cemetery in Rhode
historical records. The utility of constructing genealogies Island, based on evidence garnered from oral tradition
of documentary and cartographic evidence in problem- and the archaeological record. Finally, the appended
oriented ethnohistory mirrors that advanced by W. R. Wood Selected Bibliography serves both as a logical tenninus and
in "Ethnohistory and Historical Method" (in Michael B. a springboard for further reading on many of the topics
Schiffer, editor, 1990, Archaeological Method and Theory, broached in the volume.
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The breadth of Interpretations is among its greatest They Died with Custer: Soldiers' Bones from
strengths as an edited compilation. The essays are well the Battle of the Little Bighorn.
written and amply documented overall. ~assane~ and DOUGLAS D. SCOTT, P. WillEY, and MELISSA
Johnson are to be congratulate.d for assem~hng a dIverse A CONNOR
panel of knowledgeable contrIbutors. ThIs work bodes . . .
well for increased interdisciplinary dialogue into the next University of Oklahoma Press, Norman,
century. Many of the topics addressed in the text also serve 1998. xix + 389 pp., 93 figs., 4 maps, 17
as constant reminders that the contributions made by pi~neers graphs, 47 tables. $29.95.
in Americanist anthropology, archaeology, and ethnohlstory
will not be erased from our collective memory. These Skeletal biologists, like me, who work with both archaeo-
include works by scholars such as Lewis Henry Morgan, logical material and forensic cases are often struck by the
Daniel Wilson, Franz Boas, and William Henry Holmes. contrasts in the accountability that are imposed in the two
Material culture remains a lynch pin in data-driven arguments arenas. In a bioarchaeological context, our interpretations
in ethnohistory. of individual skeletons (age, sex, ancestry, height, patholo-

Editorial glitches and typographical errors in re~erences gies) are rarely challenged. Since there is no way of ever
cited are bound to crop up in edited volumes of this scope knowing what the actual age at death is in any case, the
and size. These are minimal (pp. 93, 132, 137) and gener- only vulnerability lies in the methods used or perhaps the
ally do not detract from the overall valu~ of the work, but legitimacy of the age ranges. Every forensic case, on the
the standard editorial practice of figure msertlon followmg other hand, is a potential final exam. If, for example, we
the first textual mention is not always followed. In some reconstruct a skeleton to represent a female who was in her
instances (Johnson, Chapter 4), this practice rises above mere mid-20s when she died and the remains are later identified,
annoyance. In this reviewer's estimation, captions for Figs. our work is checked. It would be troubling to leam that we
4.2 and 4.3 (pp. 128, 135) warrant additional text to be have actually studied the remains of a 42-year-old male.
properly understood. The $-rim vessel illustrated in (Parker Historical archaeology puts a different twist on the issue.
Miller, Chapter 11) Fig. 11.7 (p. 309) is almost certainly As 11zey Died with Custer illustrates, skeletal biology offers
not of 18th-century derivation despite that .attribution i~ the potential to verify and question some of the conclusions
the Logan Museum of Anthropology collections at BeloIt drawn from the historic record. In one chapter the authors
College, Wisconsin. Rather, its likely temporal placement evaluate the stereotypical view of the westerner as "rugged
would fall some three centuries earlier, based on attributes individualist... in the peak of mental and physical health"
such as rim height and angle/curvature, widely-sp.aced by examining the physical evidence of the skeletons. By
incised rim treatments imitating decorative elements typically today's standards the young soldiers with rampant back
executed by twisted cordage, and possibly by the vesse~'s problems, arthritis, and dental disease were not very healthy
check-stamped body-surface treatment. Finally, the paucity at all. The volume, of course, ventures well beyond merely
of tabular summaries of qualitative and quantitative data substantiating historical records.
sometimes results in extended, narrative discourse that, On 25 June 1876, Col. George Custer led the men of the
if presented as tables, would have made the papers more U.S. Seventh Cavalry into the valley of the Little Bighorn
concise, clear, and short. River in Montana Territory to prepare for an attack on a

The diversity of documentary and material-culture research nearby Indian village. He divided his 12 companies of
subsumed under the umbrella of ethnohistory at the c~ose troops into four elements. His own five companies were to
of the 20th century is manifested by the archaeologists, attack the village from the north; another three companies
historians, and art historians who contributed t~ this. volume. (under the command of Captain Frederick Benteen) were
Ethnohistorical research may incorporate and Illummate the sent to cut off escape routes to the south; a third group
material along with the mental in "producing knowledge," as of three companies (under the command of Major Marcus
Patricia E. Rubertone's Annual Review of Anthropology (2000, Reno) were to attack the village from a different position;
Annual Reviews, Palo Alto, CA) article "The Historical and a single company was sent to guard "the pack train."
Archaeology of Native Americans" attests. The Interpreta- By the morning of 27 June the battles were over. Reno
tions volume is recommended for use in advanced under- and Benteen suffered heavy casualties to the south of the
graduate courses and graduate-level seminars in (ethno)history, village while Custer and all of his men were killed on a
anthropology, and archaeology. Problem-oriented research in battlefi~ld to the north.
ethnohistory and archaeology supports Charles E. Cleland's A fascinating integration of history, archaeology, and
(p. xii) observation in the Foreword that "artifacts are good physical anthropology, They Died with Custer uses the
to think with." human bones recovered from the various battlefields not only

to reconstruct details of the conflict but also to understand
PAUL R. PICHA the men of the Seventh Cavalry. The eight-chapter volume
HISTORIC PRESERVATION DMSION begins with a prologue that recounts the archaeological
STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF NORTH DAKOTA recoveries at Little Bighorn carried out in the 1980s. The
612 EAST BOULEVARD AVENUE bones of 52 individuals were excavated from the battlefields,
BISMARCK, ND 58505-0830 discovered in the National Monument's museum collection


